There is a consensus about the good sensing characteristics of Twitter to mine and uncover knowledge in financial markets, being considered a relevant feeder for taking decisions about buying or holding stock shares and even for detecting stock manipulation. Although Twitter hashtags allow to aggregate topic-related content, a specific mechanism for financial information also exists: Cashtag (consisting of the company ticker preceded by $) is a supporting mechanism to track financial tweets referring to a company listed in a stock market. However, according to our experiments and due to the lack of conventions in cashtags usage, the irruption of cryptocurrencies has resulted in a significant degradation on the cashtag-based aggregation of posts. Unfortunately, Twitter' users may use homonym tickers to refer to cryptocurrencies and to companies in stock markets, which means that filtering by cashtag may result on both posts referring to stock companies and cryptocurrencies. This research proposes automated classifiers to distinguish conflicting cashtags and, so, their container tweets by analyzing the distinctive features of tweets referring to stock companies and cryptocurrencies. As experiment, this paper analyses the interference between cryptocurrencies and company tickers in the London Stock Exchange (LSE), specifically, companies in the main and alternative market indices FTSE-100 and AIM-100. Heuristic-based as well as supervised classifiers are proposed and their advantages and drawbacks, including their ability to self-adapt to Twitter usage changes, are discussed. The experiment confirms a significant distortion in collected data when colliding or homonym cashtags exist, i.e., the same $ acronym to refer to company tickers and cryptocurrencies. According to our results, the distinctive features of posts including cryptocurrencies or company tickers support accurate classification of colliding tweets (homonym cashtags) and Independent Models, as the most detached classifiers from training data, have the potential to be trans-applicability (in different stock markets) while retaining performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increasingly irruption of information & telecommunications technologies in the stock markets have been accompanied by business growth. The flood of information can support decisions taken by brokers as well as individual investors which harvest information about the situation of a company, clients' opinions, socio-economical changes, political decisions, rumors, etc. Moreover, the ubiquity of online The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Sungroh Yoon . social media has caught also companies, brokers and other key roles in the financial market which have begun to share more and more financial information and expert opinions on stock exchanges. Although all this information might turn social media into one of the main sources -if not the main one-for decision-making due to its real-time nature, success in stock trade depends not only in quick access to information but also on the quality of this information.
Currently, Twitter is one of the most used platforms to share financial information from companies, brokers, news agencies or individual investors. Above other financial information sources like message boards or discussion forums, stock microblogging exhibit three distinctive characteristics [33] : (1) Twitter's public timeline may capture the natural market conversation more accurately and reflect up to date developments; (2) Twitter supports a more ticker-like live conversation, which allows twitter-microbloggers to be exposed to the most recent information of all stocks and does not require users to actively enter the forum for a particular stock; and (3) twitter-microbloggers should have a stronger incentive to publish valuable information in order to maintain reputation (increase mentions, the rate of retweets and their followers), while financial bloggers can be indifferent to their reputation in the forum. The combinations of this stream of information with suitable processing and analysis techniques would support the action for many financial stakeholders and even law enforcement agencies.
The main Twitter sharing mechanism to track financial information is the cashtag: a clickable term consisting in a company ticker preceded by $ symbol. Remember that a company ticker is a short sequence of letters and sometimes numbers, that identifies uniquely a company in a specific stock market. For example, in the case of Vodafone, its ticker in LSE (London Stock Exchange) is VOD so that its cashtags would be $VOD. This cashtag is included in the tweet's text similarly to what happens with hashtags. It is supposed that the usage of $VOD marks the tweet as a post containing financial information about Vodafone. Also similarly to hashtags, Twitter supports tracking tweets that contain a specific cashtag. All of this turns cashtags into one of the most useful mechanisms to easily harvest financial information on Twitter. However, the irruption of cryptocurrencies has degraded the accuracy and so the quality of the information obtained through cashtags because some cryptocurrencies acronyms are equal to company tickers in stock markets (acronym conflict), largely due to the huge quantity of cryptocurrencies and the lack of a cryptocurrencies' regulated market. As a result, when a conflicting or colliding cashtag is used for tracking or searching, results referring to both stock companies and cryptocurrencies might be retrieved. Moreover, (i) the total amount of cryptocurrency-related tweets extensively surpasses company-related tweets (as a consequence of the increasing popularity of cryptocurrencies) and (ii) cryptocurrency tweets are considered low quality since most of them are spam or auto-generated messages. All of this produces a very significant degradation in the tracking capacity of cashtags and underlines the need of disambiguation mechanisms to distinguish both groups of tweets.
This paper aims to highlight the conflicting issue in cashtags as well as proposing classifiers to distinguish cryptocurrency and company cashtags with enough accuracy. To show the challenge and introduce the classifiers, the research work was deployed over real data retrieved from Twitter and related to the London Stock Exchange (LSE). The experiment in this paper focus on cashtag conflicts in LSE companies, specifically, the 100 companies listed in the main market index FTSE-100 and the 100 companies listed in the alternative market index AIM-100, both indices during the period July 1, 2017 and February 15, 2018 . Hereinafter, we refer as LSE-100 to both indices. This paper is structured as follows. After introducing the related work and motivation in Section II, the motivation, the experimental dataset and the exploratory analysis is described in Section III, where the impact of cryptocurrency tweets on the LSE-100 tweets is quantified. The datasets and a bird-eye description of the deployed methodology are introduced in Sections IV and V. Then, exploratory analysis, where distinctive characteristics are uncovered for LSE-100 tweets (tweets that only refer to a company listed in LSE-100) and cryptocurrency-tweets (tweets that only refer to a cryptocurrency) in a process of feature extraction is detailed in Section VI. From the mentioned methodology, the proposed classifying systems, which solve the problem of colliding cashtags, are progressively introduced: Word-based Heuristic Filters (Section VII); SVM (Support Vector Machine) Classifiers (Section VIII); Combined Classifiers (Section IX); LSTM (Long short-term memory) network classifiers (Section X); and Logistic-regression-based Classifiers (Section XI). The different advantages and drawbacks of the proposed classifiers, as well as their ability to self-adapt to Twitter usage changes, are discussed in Section XII and, given the generalizable features of the independent versions of the classifiers, Section XIII applies a statistical test to evaluate if the different performances are due to a difference in the models. Finally, the main conclusions and future work are summarized in Section XIV.
II. RELATED WORK
The modernization and digitalization of the financial market has been accompanied by the remarkable increasing of online information available for both brokers and individual investors, especially in social media, which bring up a huge source of knowledge which may be applied to analysis and even predict financial movements and so to assist in taking decisions in financial markets. Several works have been accomplished regarding the predictive power of the financial information in social media. Reference [2] show that trading volumes of stocks listed in NASDAQ-100 are correlated with their query volumes, the number requests submitted on the Internet, and [34] proposed sentiment analysis as one of the most relevant features to improve the accuracy of financial time-series forecasting. More recently, [3] and [15] raised similar ideas such as the importance of mining textual context and sentiment analysis of professional opinions in social media and financial news as useful supplementary sources for forecasts; and [25] applies regression and time series models with social media data (Twitter) and stock market values to predict monthly total vehicles sales.
In addition, several intelligent trading systems have been proposed, such as [13] that deployed a forecasting method which combines the analysis of news from Turkish finance websites, the extraction of feature vectors and the stock prices to predict future market movements; or [20] which applied text mining techniques to financial news-headlines and predict movements in the FOREX market. Deep learning has been also applied to model both short-term and long-term influences of events on stock price movements in [8] . Finally, in [28] the combination of public news with the browsing activity of the users of Yahoo! Finance to forecast intra-day and daily price changes of a set of 100 highly capitalized US stocks was explored. To sum up, most of the research in this field highlight the predictive power of social media, especially combined with others information sources. In [37] , the idea that stock markets are impacted by various factors (trading volume, news events and the investors' emotions) is supported via multi-source multiple instance learning applied to a 3-part dataset: historical quantitative data; Web news articles; and investor social network posts (all located in China).
If the impact of information from online data sources into the financial market is widely acknowledged by researchers and professionals, there is also a huge consensus about Twitter specifically. Besides the well-known hashtag, that allows people to follow topics they are interested in, Twitter unveiled a new clicking and tracking feature for tickers (companies' stock symbols) known as cashtags which are, as explained before. Cashtags allow tracking financial information about a specific company or market. Related to this mechanism, [14] reported an exploratory analysis of public tweets in English which contain at least one cashtag from NASDAQ (National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation) or NYSE (New York Stock Exchange). The research concludes that the use of cashtag is higher in the technologic sector, which seems to be related to the technological profile of most of the Twitter users. It also highlights the existence of relevant information behind the co-occurrence of cashtags and the co-occurrence of cashtags and hashtags together.
It deserves to be mentioned that according to [9] there are mainly five types of users that post financial information in Twitter (journalist, companies and their representatives, investors, government agencies and citizen journalists) and that, contrary to the classic information sources -consisting mainly of breaking news-, Twitter financial information also includes rumors and speculations. In [5] , authors agree on the usefulness of Twitter as a source of financial information and in its complementary value to traditional information sources, but they suggest that, regarding Twitter popularity, is is not necessarily the same for financial contributors as for contributor in other areas, so that, the importance of novelty and popularity is higher in financial tweets. Moreover, in [10] , it is shown that the impact of negative financial news over investors depends also on its origin. When the negative news comes from the Twitter account of the Investor Relations Office, the investors' willingness to invest highly decrease but when the negative news come from the CEO's Twitter account, they have no effect on it.
[29] studied the relationship between Twitter sentiment and financial market measures like volatility, trading volume, etc. with promising results in Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) and NASDAQ-100 indices for high-frequency trades. This type of algorithmic trading -high speed, high turn over rate -demands real-time financial data and electronic trading tools, and especially social media could be integrated as a fast mechanism to capture the public behavior and opinion to take decisions. More recently, in [11] it is analyzed the variability on posts' volume, content, sentiment and geographical provenance after a far-impacting financial event and concludes that although Twitter is not a specific-purpose financial forum, it is highly permeable to financial events. Thus, post's sentiment changes with the considered financial event so that Twitter activity can be a good predictor or sign of the stock market state. However, not everything related to Twitter is good news. According to [9] , the use of Twitter adds new challenges like the huge volume of available data, the high level of repetition of the same information or the quality of the tweets.
With all the above, the relationship between Twitter behavior and stock share price is, by far, the most studied scenario, especially in relevant moments as quarterly announcements. In [27] a 15-month period of Twitter data about 30 stock companies of the DJIA index was investigated and, according to the results, it can be stated that not only is there a strong correlation between Twitter behavior and stock share price in well known relevant moments, but also there are correlation peaks which do not correspond to any expected news about the stock market. Moreover, in [18] , Twitter is used to identify and predict stock co-movement from firm-specific social media metrics. Aside from causality between Twitter and stock prices, in [32] US market tweets are studied as signs of new information in the stock market and the experiment shows that nearly a third of the tweets are linked to abnormal price movements. However, the lack of information during regular periods makes difficult that Twitter completely replace traditional information sources for the financial market.
Leaving apart the relation between Twitter and financial markets, other researches have studied the predictive value of the information extracted from Twitter to take trading decisions. In [31] the correlation between Twitter activity and financial time-series showed that stock share prices are weakly correlated with the analyzed Twitter features if they are used alone. In addition, [4] , analyzed over 1700 listed companies for more than two years. Apart from the importance of obtaining a huge financial tweet dataset, the authors found out that expert users impact the financial market more than others and that technology and consumers show a better correlation than other sectors.
Even though most of the research work focused on Twitter data volume, as the ones previously introduced, some studies also apply sentiment analysis to distinguish the polarity of Twitter content and its impact on the financial market. Reference [19] showed that public mood analyzed through Twitter feeds is correlated with the DJIA. Also, [36] , found out a high negative correlation between mood states like hope, fear and worry in tweets and the DJIA. Furthermore, in [1] , [6] , [16] , [26] and [21] sentiment analysis was considered useful to make trading decisions or predict stock market variables. More recently, [24] applied sentiment analysis and unsupervised machine learning to analyze the correlation between stock market movements of a company and sentiments in tweets, finding out a strong correlation between the rises and falls in stock prices of a company and public opinions or emotions about that company expressed on Twitter. Also, [7] investigated the Pearson correlation of public sentiment with stock increases and decreases. Also, [22] , [23] proposed stock market lexicons to deal with the short length of tweets, one of the main issues of natural language techniques when they are applied to tweets. Then, they studied the correlation between investors' sentiment indicators and two traditional survey-based indicators -II (Investors Intelligence) and AAII (American Association of Individual Investors) with moderate correlation results.
To sum up, there is a consensus of the good sensing and novelty characteristics of Twitter as a source of information for the financial market, especially if it is combined with other information sources. As most of the current research is focused on the predictive power of Twitter and on their capability to support decision making, now, it is especially important to recover information with enough quality to support these foreseen expert systems for the financial market. At this respect, this paper aims to support quality in financial data retrieving. This research work highlights the negative effect of the popularity of cryptocurrencies in the sensing capability of Twitter, and specifically on the efficiency of cashtags as a tracking mechanism for financial information due to, as mentioned before, the usage of homonyms cashtags to refer to both company tickers and cryptocurrencies.
III. MOTIVATION
Since 2012, Twitter incorporates cashtag as a mechanism to find and track tweets that address companies by their tickets in a specific stock market. However its usefulness has been deteriorated due to the interference of cryptocurrencies. Although cryptocurrencies have existed for a long time, they became remarkably popular at late 2017 as it is shown in Figures 1 (a), 1(b) and 1(c) which represent the volume of Google searches pro the term ''cryptocurrency'' and two specific ones Nxt and Stellar Lumens. In the same period, the volume of Google searches about specific stock companies that have remain constant, Figure 1 
This change in behavior is also visible on Twitter, where the number of daily results about cryptocurrencies has increased by more than 40 times, according to our analysis. Although these tweets should not interfere with cashtag mechanisms, many of them use the dollar symbol $ followed by the acronym of the cryptocurrency to indicate that the tweet refers to it. The conflict arises when the ticker of some company and the acronym of a certain cryptocurrency match, what is a natural consequence of the huge number of cryptocurrencies that have emerged in a short time. As a result, it may happen that, at recovering tweets with a specific cashtag, most of them do not refer to the company they should identify, but they address the coincident cryptocurrency instead. As an example, this is the case for $XLM (XLMedia company vs Stellar Lumens cryptocurrency) and $NXT (Next plc company vs Nxt platform cryptocurrency). We refer to these colliding cashtags as homonym cashtags and the tweets that contain at least one of them homonym tweets.
As mentioned, this paper studied the negative effect of homonym cashtags by using LSE-100 as study stock exchange. So, a homonym cashtag is any cashtag that can refer to both an LSE (LSE-100, restricted to companies in FTSE-100 and AIM-100) company and a cryptocurrency, because both have the same acronym and a homonym tweet is any tweet that has at least one homonym cashtag. The list of homonym tickers in LSE-100 can be seen in Table 1 . These tickers were identified manually, looking for coincident cryptocurrencies for each constituent company. On the other hand, we will call non-homonym cashtag to any cashtag that only refers to a regulated stock market company or to a cryptocurrency, because there are not two of them with the same ticker, and non-homonym tweet to any tweet that has at least one cashtag from an LSE-100 company, as long as none of its tickers is included in the list of homonym cashtags. We consider a company tweet any tweet that contains at least one cashtag that refers to a company in a stock market and cryptocurrency tweet to any tweet that contains at least one cashtag that refers to a cryptocurrency. The number of tweets that contain a FTSE-100 or an AIM-100 cashtag sharply increased at late 2017 ( Figure 2 ). However, most of the tweets do not refer to LSE-100 companies. Remember that FTSE-100 index lists the one hundred most valuable companies such as Vodafone, Cocacola or RioTinto, while the AIM-100 lists the one hundred most valuable companies in the secondary market, these companies (eg. Alliance Pharma, Hutchison China or Stafflineare) less known than the main market companies. This interference is even more impacting if we take into account the disparate number of results obtained. While looking at FTSE-100 non-homonym tickers we have up to 1,000 results daily, the number of daily results that refer to the XLM and NXT (Cryptocurrency-colliding tickets) are more than 10,000 (Figure 3) .
Apart from that, as it is shown in Figure 3 , the interference of homonym tweets skyrocketed more than 30 times since October 2017. From this period the recovered homonym tweets made up practically all the results obtained. In fact, the number of recovered homonym tickers in December are 5.6 times the amount collected for the non-homonym tweets for the FTSE-100 market and up to 40 times for the AIM-100.
To explore the interference of cryptocurrencies in regulated market, all the homonyms tweets were classified manually as cryptocurrency tweet or LSE-100 tweet, taking into account the content, the user characteristics and history, etc. The results of the annotation are shown in Figure 4 , where we can see that the increase in homonym tweets is mostly localized in cryptocurrency tweets, while the number of LSE-100 tweets remains constant, with a ratio 100:1 at the beginning of 2018.
This large number of cryptocurrency tweets underline the need of support methods to properly retrieve information regarding stock exchanges. Although the situation varies slightly from one homonym cashtag to another, there is a clear sign of the difficulty to track the stock exchange via Twitter just by cashtags. In addition, almost all the tweets about cryptocurrencies are spam or auto-generated by applications. For this reason, the informative purpose of the cashtag is almost lost, so some disambiguation mechanisms need to be developed.
IV. DATASETS
To carry out this paper, three different datasets have been used according to wether they include or not a set of cashtags we selected to have a representative set of non-homonym cryptocurrency cashtags, non-homonym LSE-100 cashtags (FTSE-100, AIM-100) and homonym cashtags:
• Non-homonym Cryptocurrencies tweets: a set of tweets that contains at least one of the cashtags of non-homonym cryptocurrencies, that is, no coincident with the tickers in FTSE-100 and AIM-100. • Non-homonym LSE-100 tweets: a set of tweets that have at least one cashtag from an LSE-100 company, as long as it does not contain and homonym cashtag, respectively split into two subsets (FTSE-100 and AIM-100). Keep in mind that a tweet can be in both subsets if it has a cashtag from FTSE-100 and a cashtag from AIM-100. Likewise, if the tweet also has a non-homonym cryptocurrency cashtag, the tweet could belong to Cryptocurrencies non-homonym tweets.
• Homonym tweets: a set of tweets that contains at least one homonym cashtag which refers both to a company and to a cryptocurrency. Also, it can be split into two subsets, FTSE-100 and AIM-100 according to the list in which the colliding cashtag is included.
In Table 2 the three cashtag sets are shown. The set of Non-homonym Cryptocurrencies was obtained from web sites devoted to tracking cryptocurrencies. The set of Homonym tickers is shown in Table 1 and it is the main scenario analyzed in this paper: the incidence of new tweets related to cryptocurrencies on the tweets referring to a company in a stock exchange (LSE-100 in our case).
As mentioned, tweets were manually annotated (cryptocurrency or company) by expert considering their content, the user's characteristics and any additional information added to the tweet by a hyperlink were carefully analyzed. A schematic description of the datasets is shown in Table 3 .
A. TWEET STRUCTURE
For the aim of the exploratory analysis, the information in a tweet can be divided into three main blocks: (i) general information about the tweet such as the ID, the language, the number of retweets and favorites 1 and especially the body of the tweet (ii) geolocation where the tweet was sent from and (iii) user information such as name, description, followers, friends, number of favorite tweets, number of retweets, account location, language, if it is a verified account, and graphic representation of the account.
V. METHODOLOGY
Tis paper proposes the application of a reasoning methodology based on prior annotated examples, similar to CBR (Case-Based Reasoning [35] ). Classifiers based on CBR determine whether or not an object is a member of a class according to the examples in the base case. The extraction of a formal domain model of the cashtag usage on Twitter is not required, so these classifiers requires less effort in knowledge acquisition when they are compared with rule-based systems, for instance. On building a CBR classifier, first, feature selection and extraction are applied at the base case to remove non-informative features while preserving informative ones (features are extracted from Twitter user activity and posts content on the base case). Second, those features are applied to a classifier that has been trained offline using machine learning techniques. The specific methodology is summarized in Figure 5 where, after obtaining the dataset and pre-processing it, manual annotation and feature identification is carried out. The former, manual annotation, to obtain heuristic-based classifiers which distinguish cryptocurrency and financial tweets in regulated markets; and the latter, feature identification, to decide about the informativeness of observational variables in the application of machine learning classifiers. Although we are combining traditional feature management and machine learning, the main contribution of our work is applying them for disambiguation, that is, constructing a classifier to disambiguate in terms of features. Also the application field, in the context of the irruption of cryptocurrencies, can be considered a novel contribution.
CNHDS was used to extract the common features of cryptocurrencies tweets while FTNHDS and AMNHDS were used to extract the common features of company tweets, so that, they are not influenced by the issue of homonym tickers. In particular, the considered features were (i) pots content (preprocessed regarding punctuation symbols, stop words, emoticons and URLs were not considered, also lowercasing and stemming were applied): most common terms, most common hashtags, or number of tickers; (ii) user fields: number of followers, number of favorites, the date for account creation, the date for edition of the default interface, a small description of the account, etc.; and (iii) place and time of the post (weekday, day time or geolocation).
We studied the performance of all the proposed classifiers and also their combined performance by designing Combined Systems which use the results from heuristic filtering as an independent variable for the supervised classifiers.
Finally, in a more complex approach, we also studied classification performance by using recurrent neural networks (LSTM -Long Short Tern Memory) networks, which trains an embedding matrix for the most common terms of the dataset, in this case, the 10,000 most common ones, and collects the relative importance of each term and the relationship between terms.
To properly evaluate the proposed classification techniques, the homonym dataset has been randomly split into three subsets: train set (70%) to deploy classifiers; test set (30%) to measure their performance, and tune set (10% of the train set) to adjust the parameters of the classifiers. We used different performance measures: precision, recall, specificity, accuracy, F-score and AUC (Area Under the Curve). For instance, recall -without totally neglecting precision -is the key measure for heuristic filtering. However, the F-score and the AUC were the focus for supervised classifiers and combined systems. In addition to performance, complexity, estimated useful lifespan, updating tasks and usage scope were also evaluated.
VI. TWEET FEATURES
To identify the defining features from the general information in tweets, FTNHDS and AMNHDS were used as reference to company tweets, and CNHDS as reference for cryptocurrency tweets. Secondly, a user dataset was also built up to take into account the characteristics (number of followers, number of favorites, date of creation of the account or the edition of the default interface, among others.) of the user who posts, both for cryptocurrency and company tweets. Also, as each user can have a small description on the account, common terms in these descriptions have been also pre-processed (similarly to tweet content) and considered part of the user profile. Thirdly, place (when available) and time was also considered. In the following sections, although all the tweet fields were observed, only those features which are distinctive according to the type of tweet (company or cryptocurrency) are described.
A. CONTENT-BASED FEATURES
Most common terms is the most distinctive feature we can extract from the tweet content since these terms vary from cryptocurrency tweets to company tweets, so that the presence of specific terms can determine the category membership with high likelihood. Figure 6 visualizes the feature most common terms as a tag cloud. The figures show: (1) terms like coin, crypto, cryptocurrency, binanc, signal, fee or join are defining terms for cryptocurrency tweets while rate, group, inc, plc, finance or company for companies; (2) the usage of companies and cryptocurrencies proper names is a defining criterion in both cases; and (3) there area also non-defining terms, mostly referring to market interactions, i.e. buy so they are considered poor signs of category membership. Also most common hashtags can be considered a distinctive feature in the exploratory analysis according to the expert annotation and, in fact, they are similar to most common terms (see Figure 7 ). For instance #bitcoin, #ethereum, #cryptocurrency, #altcoin, #airdrop or #binance for cryptocurrency tweets and #ftse, #mkt, #premarket or #earnings for company e tweets. As in most common terms there are also common hashtags in the two datasets, i.e. #hold or #buy although with very different percentages.
Finally, the exploration of the amount of tickers is especially relevant. While 3 is the average of tickers and 1 the median for company tweets, the average and median rise to 18 and 20 respectively for cryptocurrency tweets ( Figure 8 . As outliers with a large number of company tickers exist, this feature should not be used in isolation.
B. USER INFORMATION
most common terms in the description of the user (Figure 9 ) are quite similar to those extracted from the main body, so i.e. crypto and bitcoin are common for cryptocurrency tweets meanwhile i.e. finance and company are so. Moreover, the user description tends to have less formal and more personal words (i.e. enthusiast or love. However, a relevant number of common terms are shared between users' description in cryptocurrency and company tweets i.e. news or invest, so the users' descriptions are not as defining as the tweet content in term of category membership.
On the other hand, especially for LSE-100, the number of followers and friends was uncovered as a defining feature ( Figures 10 and 11) ; so that followers of users linked to cryptocurrency tweets tend to be quite small (more than three quarters below 200 and most of them below 2 2 ) meanwhile the percentage increases for company tweets where above 75% of the users have at least 100 followers. This defining feature results also on differences in the number of retweets and favorites but they are not as remarkable as the number of followers and friends. However, even for users linked to cryptocurrency tweets, there are outlier users with millions of subscribers, which shows that the use of cashtags to refer to cryptocurrencies is a widespread phenomenon. Finally, and focusing on the account, its verified status, its change of profile and its creation time were considered relevant during the exploration. For the verified status, although the percentage of verified users is not very high, 1% for tweets about companies, they are slightly more frequent than in cryptocurrency accounts (0.1%), which can be also a result of the greater number of followers found in users linked to company tweets. Secondly, most accounts (72%) linked to cryptocurrency tweets have not changed the default profile (which is consistent with accounts for non-personal use but for the diffusion of self-generated messages); meanwhile, for instance, in the case of LSE-100 companies, this percentage falls to 58%. Thirdly, for the account creation time, the accounts linked to LSE-100-company tweets were created between 2009 -2017; meanwhile, cryptocurrency accounts are recent, from mid-2017 to the present, a period that coincides with the expansion of cryptocurrencies. However, the defining nature of creation time is reduced in case of recent accounts, so it should be combined with other defining features.
C. TWEET TIME AND PLACE
During the exploratory analysis, the time of the day with the highest number of tweets is considered the most distinguishing feature (Figure 12 ). Meanwhile LSE-100 tweets are regularly posted within 10 am and 18 pm GMT, when the stock market is open, cryptocurrency tweets are more stable throughout the day, as they do not have a closing time or a specific geographical area. Regarding the posting location, the percentage of geolocated tweets in the datasets are no significative enough to define a heuristic.
D. MAIN FEATURES
After the exploratory analysis over cryptocurrency and company tweets which contain homonym cashtags, each one has distinctive features to tackle automatic classification. These features are summarized in Table 4 .
VII. HEURISTIC FILTERS
A Simple word-based heuristic filter based on the presence of certain key terms was deployed to reduce as much as possible the amount of misclassified company tweets by using terms that identify almost unmistakably cryptocurrency tweets, such as: cryptocurrency, lumen, ethereum, bitcoin, blockchain or stellar and also the cryptocurrencies whose acronyms do not collide with company tickers ( Table 5 ).
The quality results of the Simple word-based heuristic classifier are shown in the first column in Table 6 , where the precision, although not very high, is much higher than a null model (2.7%), so the filter is a good option to discard a lot of tweets about cryptocurrencies only loosing a limited fraction of tweets about companies. The terms used in Simple word-based heuristic classifier are all specific names of the main current cryptocurrencies or words that refer to them, as would be the case of blockchain or binance. Therefore, the performance of the filter should be maintained in the medium term and decline gradually as the trendy cryptocurrencies change. To avoid this, the list of cryptocurrencies should be updated periodically. As it uses a fixed list of cryptocurrencies, the filter should obtain similar results working with tickers different than those studied. Although the precision and recall values obtained are significantly better than those of the null model, more than a thousand tweets from companies are misclassified, which differs from the initial objective of the filter to achieve a practically perfect recall.
Although all the considered terms in Simple word-based heuristic classifier refer directly to cryptocurrencies, in some company tweets the cryptocurrencies are named even when the captured ticker does not refer to a cryptocurrency, as would happen for $BRK in which various tweets would refer to Berkshire Hathaway while they talk about cryptocurrencies. This is the reason for most of the failures of the heuristic. To avoid this and improve the performance of this filter, it has been optimized, adding a series of different terms depending on the ticker considered (see Table 7 ) in a filter referred to as Extended word-based heuristic filter. This way, if for example the tweet to consider contains the ticker $NXT, and terms like Ignis or Ardor (elements related to the crypto platforms) the tweet will be classified as belonging to cryptocurrencies. However, if the ticker is $BRK and contains words like Berkshire or Brookline, the tweet will be marked as a company tweet. These specific criterions will have priority over the general ones. So, if they do not coincide, the labelling of the extended filters will be considered.
The classification performance of this filtering system is shown in Table 6 . The results of the Extended filter are significantly higher than those of the Simple filter. The recall of the system has increased to 99.9% and only seventeen company tweets are misclassified, a value in line with what was sought for this type of filters. The accuracy of the system has also increased slightly thanks to specific knowledge for each ticker. However, since this new filter takes specific information about a company, it is limited only to the tickers analyzed, and cannot be used for other cases where the interference between company and cryptocurrency happens.
VIII. SVM CLASSIFIERS
Although the heuristic filters successfully detect a large number of tweets about cryptocurrencies, adapting some of the patterns seen during the descriptive analysis to these techniques is complex. Thus, supervised methods have been deployed to effectively split both types of tweets, more specifically, SVMs (Support Vector Machines). Unlike heuristic filters, SVM-based solutions try to achieve a tradeoff between precision and recall, i.e significant improvements in precision at the expense of incorrectly classifying some company tweets. Therefore, the fundamental measurement that will be used to evaluate these classifiers will be the F-score, which allows us to compare the performance of the different classifiers deployed. FTNHDS and AMNHDS have been manually annotated to design the SVMs (The three previously mentioned subsets were used: train set, test set and tune set). VOLUME 8, 2020 The first result that should be highlighted is the SVM classifier that uses the differentiating features observed during the comparison of both types of tweets as independent variables. Within this set of variables, the posting date has been discarded to not limit the filter to the study period. See the variables in the first SVM approach (Simple SVM Classifier) in Table 8 .
According to the performance measurements in Table 10 , the precision values obtained are significantly higher than heuristic classifiers, reaching values close to 90% with a very low reduction of the recall. In addition, the parameters are considered stable regarding temporal variations, which extends the lifespan of the classifier. The only parameter with a clear temporal component is AccountCreationTime whose application is justified to differentiate accounts created before and after the irruption of cryptocurrencies. Therefore, the performance of the classifier should remain stable in the medium term. To apply Simple SVM to other cryptocurrencies, it should be considered that the ticker used to retrieve the tweet is one of the model parameters so a new model with new tickers' parameters should be developed when a new ticker appears. On the contrary, a slight degradation in the performance could happen.
To improve lifespan, a model applicable to situations different from those considered during this experiment has been deployed. Moreover, and although the Simple SVM performance is satisfactory, the information about the content of the tweet is not considered with its full potential. In an alternative SVM-based approach, referred to as Extended SVM Classifier, relevant terms from the exploratory analysis and key terms identified during manual annotation were considered to differentiate cryptocurrency and company tweets. A specific vocabulary (Table 9 ) has been created from these terms and this vocabulary was used to enrich the information through new independent variables (1 if the word is in the tweet, no matter how many times, and 0 otherwise). A slight improvement in all measurements can be appreciated in Table 10 , especially accuracy and F-score and even more remarkable in terms of AUC with a value practically equal to 1 even in the test set. Finally, the Extended SVM classifier provides precision values greater than 95% while maintaining a recall higher than 90%. In terms of lifespan and applicability to scenarios different from the one in this experiment, the consideration of terms in the body of the tweet improves the useful life of the classifier without retraining it, since these words refer to cryptocurrencies and companies and not to specific temporal situations, i.e. results are considered stable in the medium term. Likewise, the terms in the vocabulary are mainly general and do not refer to specific cryptocurrencies. Even though, few terms in the vocabulary are related to specific companies or cryptocurrencies, e.g. ardor. There is some little chance of declining performance if the Extended SVM classifier is applied in another time period. Finally, it is worth to mention that both the execution (classification) and especially the training is slower than Simple SVM classifier due to the consideration of the vocabulary as an independent variable which results in a bigger number of support vectors.
IX. COMBINED CLASSIFIERS
In view of the results seen so far, heuristic filters and SVM classifiers can be used together to supplement each other benefits. In this section, Combined Systems are introduced where the results of Extended word-based heuristic filter is considered a parameter for the Extended SVM classifier. The high recall of the former allows a large number of cryptocurrency results to be discarded quickly so that the SVM can focus on precision and, therefore, the combined systems is expected to improve in both metrics. In fact, precision, recall and F-score values close to 0.97 in the test set (Table 11 ) and AUC also improves slightly. Therefore, almost all of the tweets are positively classified, misclassifying only a small percentage.
The lifespan and applicability of the Combined Systems are identical to the SVM classifiers above; the results should remain stable in the medium term, but the benefits will be slightly lower if they are applied to other coincident tickers not included. However, the execution time is slower than SVM classifiers since it requires the consecutive execution of heuristic filters and SVM classifiers. Finally, the working point of the system can be adjusted to obtain slightly higher values of precision or recall depending on the needs.
Although the results are stable in the medium term, the potential to apply the combined system in other scenarios (different from this experiment) is smaller due to the features of some of the variables used in the Extended word-based heuristic filter. Therefore, a combined system from the results of Simple word-baed Heuristic filter (only general information) can be more stable because, instead of words related to specific cashtags, the basic filter is used. To produce a combined system as stable as possible, captured ticker information and terms related to specific tickers have been discarded in the Extended SVM classifier: the variables and vocabulary for the new Independent Combined System are shown in 12 and 13. The generalization process enables a classifier easily applicable to scenarios of colliding company tickers and cryptocurrencies similar to the one studied in this experiment, with a similar performance in the test set (see Table 11 ). Although a slight fall can be observed, especially noticeable for recall, precision continues still high, exceeding 90%; accuracy is greater than 99%; and AUC remains high, which allows adjusting other solutions that optimize the precision or recall depending on the desired features. The Independent Combined System classifier does not use variables with high temporal variability, as the Combined System, so the results should be stable in the medium term.
X. LSTM CLASSIFIERS
The heuristic filters, SVM classifiers and the combined classifying systems proposed so far consider a set of terms as a relevant representation of the tweet content. However, none of them considers the relative importance of each of these terms or the relationship that may exist among them. For this reason, the aforementioned combined classifying systems have been adapted to work according to LSTM (Long short-term memory network) classifiers, as mentioned, a type of recurrent network. Thus, instead of a set of terms, an embedded matrix that collects the relative importance and inter-relationship of terms is used in the classifier. Moreover, it is fair to mention that LSTM adaptation allows a greater number of terms in the vocabulary without an excessive increase in the number of independent variables. FTHDS and AMHDS have been used as input to an LSTM network in order to obtain the embedding matrix. In particular, an LSTM network aims to predict the next word from a set by considering the previous words. For this, a matrix is generated which includes the weight of the considered term (as a measure of its relevance for the problem) and the relationships among terms. The matrix together with the network are iteratively trained so a suitable number of terms should be defined to guarantee and affordable computational complexity. In our experiment, to obtain an LSTM-based classifier, tweets are represented as vectors and the vocabulary consists of the 10,000 most common terms within the homonymous tweets. Before LSTM training, a pre-processing step is applied, which includes the following tasks: (1) removing weird characters, punctuation, emoticons, URLs and stop words; (2) discarding tickers and names of cashtags and extremely common terms; and (3) stemming. After this preprocessing step, the resulting terms have a higher representative capacity and the final vocabulary consists of the 9,998 terms, in addition to a term for those terms not collected and another for the break line. After training the LSTM network, the matrix together with the tweets' vectors are used to generate new independent variables by multiplying tweets' vectors by the LSTM matrix. As a result, in addition to a significant reduction in the number of variables (from 10,000 to 200), a more relevant (in terms of the problem) representation of the tweet body is obtained. To sum up, for the LSTM approach in our experiment, a tweet is represented by a vector of 200 variables, which are the input independent variables of the SVM classifier.
The Combined Classifiers in Section IX are deployed again but using the results of the embedding matrix instead of the list of common terms (basic or extended). As shown in Table 14 , there are no major changes in performance. Since the extra computational load in LSTM-SVM classifier does not provide a significant improvement in performance (slight improvement from previous classifiers) is not worthy to be considered as an isolated solution, however, LSTM can produce performance improvements in the combined classifiers. On the other hand, limitations and applicability of the LSTM-adapted SVM classifier are the same as SVM classifiers. The LSTM-adapted SVM classifier may show a small drop in its performance when used in scenarios with companies different from the one considered in this experiment; but LSTM-adapted SVM classifier maintain the performance in the medium term for the same company scenario since variables with a fairly clear temporal variation are not in the model.
Unlike the LSTM-adapted SVM classifier, the Independent LSTM-adapted SVM classifier provides large improvements compared to the same model with key terms. These improvements are especially noticeable for the precision, recall and F-measure of the system, surpassing 0.92 for all of them, unlike the 0.855 of the previous independent classifier. The significantly greater vocabulary used increases the representative capacity and compensates the reduction in the other fields. In fact, the benefits obtained are similar to those of the LSTM-adapted SVM classifier, which virtually classifies correctly all tweets. For this reason, the use of this model would be advisable to process homonym tickers different from those studied, although with a computational overload due to the large size of the vocabulary, embedding matrix and support vectors. As with the previous classifiers, it does not use variables with high temporal variability, so the results obtained should be maintained in the medium term. To maintain long term benefits, it would be necessary to update the temporary matrix every few months to adapt to changes in the new terms used. However, given the large size of the vocabulary, most of them should not change. So, the performance of the system should reduce more slowly than the independent classifier.
XI. LOGISTIC-REGRESSION-BASED CLASSIFIERS
Despite the good results obtained through the precious SVM classifiers, the execution and especially the training of SVMs can be slow and, more importantly, they are grey-box models so hard to interpret their results to further improvements. As a white-box alternative, a set of logistic-regression-based classifiers were considered, which, in addition, are simpler and so faster. If similar quality results can be obtained with a simpler model, the extra complexity may be unjustified. In our experiment, SVM was replaced by logistic regression but, given the high computational cost of the LSTM network, it has not been used in the logistic-regression-based models. Keep in mind that the aim is obtaining a simpler and white-box solution. See the quality results of these classifiers in Table 15 .
Although the quality of all the logistic regression models are lower than SVM-based classifier, the fall is not very significant, the execution time of these logistic-regression-based classifiers is significantly lower (five times faster and more). The basic logistic regression classifier is especially noteworthy since the tweet content does not need to be processed so it can be trained and applied really fast. Regarding limitations, logistic-regression-based Classifiers maintain similar constraints and restrictions as SVM-based classifier because the same independent variables are used.
XII. LIMITATIONS
In this experiment, different alternatives have been explored to disambiguate homonyms terms in the LSE-100 and in the cryptocurrency market with the final aim of clearly distinguish tweets referring to companies in regulated markets (LSE-100 in the experiment) and tweets regarding cryptocurrencies and so in a not regulated market. First, word-based heuristic filters have the main benefit of discarding a large number of cryptocurrency tweets without practically miss-classifying any company tweet, so they achieve high recall values with acceptable levels of precision. Secondly, classifiers based on supervised methods provide a tradeoff between precision and recall, maximizing the F-score quality measure. For both heuristic filters and supervised classifiers, different alternatives have been explored and analyzed in terms of quality measures for binary classification and in terms of computational load. High-quality results have been obtained for the more complex and computationally expensive models.
In a second step and from the supplementary benefits of heuristic filters and SVMs, we have explored the combined deployment of both types of classifying models. As a result, we obtain a Combined System which AUC values very close to 1 and F-score above 0.975. Thirdly, classifiers able to identify company and cryptocurrency tweets that do not use information related to any of the studied cryptocurrencies are also studied. These Independent Models, despite a small decrease in classification quality, still maintain high levels of precision and recall, especially if they use an LSTM embedding matrix instead of a fixed list of key terms. These cryptocurrency-independent models offer the potential to be used in scenarios different from the experiment in this paper.
Also, their working points in AUC can be adjusted to the best option in a specific problem. Finally, logistic regression as a less computationally expensive and a more interpretable solution has been applied in the experiment, and especially for the case of Extended logistic regression classifier, a quick initial classification scheme can be deployed.
Regarding the limitations of the developed classifier systems, two cases should be differentiated. In the first place, there would be those classifiers that use information that refers to some of the tickers considered in the experiment, such as Extended Word-based Heuristic Filter, Extended SVM Combined System, or LSTM-adapted SVM Classifier. They use input variables as company tickers or key terms related to some of the cashtag in the experiment to achieve an improvement in classification quality. This means that their performance for company tickers not in the experiment may be lower. Thus, they are especially suitable to work with the companies of the LSE-100 but their benefits fall outside this stock index.
In the second place, classifying systems, which do not use information regarding the cashtags in the experiment, maintain their performance in scenarios out of the tickers in the experiment (independent classifiers) like LSTM independent classifier or simple word-based Heuristic Filter. For these classifiers, the quality performance is stable in the medium term, since information with time-dependent nature is not considered apart from the account creation time. However, creation time is merely included to differentiate accounts created before and after the popularization of cryptocurrencies. Thus, they should continue to work properly. However, firstly, popular cryptocurrencies may vary from time to time and the list of cryptocurrency tickers should be updated every few months to maintain the classifying performance of the system; and secondly common terms form tweet content may also vary. To sum up, the embedding matrix should be re-computed every few months to keep the classifying performance of the system. The other independent variables considered should maintain regular behavior, at least in the medium term.
XIII. MODEL EVALUATION AND SELECTION
Given that Independent Classifiers are considered superior in term of generalization to other markets, in this section, the three independent models are further evaluated to check whether there are a statistical difference among them: Independent SVM Combined Classifier (SVM-Ind), Independent LTSM-adapted SVM Classifier (LSTM-Ind) and Independent Logistic-Regression based Classifier (LR-Ind). Non-parametric statistical tests are applied to SVM-Ind, LTSM -Ind and LR-Ind [30] there is insufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis, then any difference observed in the performance of the models is probably due to statistical chance. Conversely, if the test rejects the null hypothesis, it is likely that the different performances are due to a difference in the models.
Let {C 1 , . . . , C M } be a set of classifiers who have all been tested on the same dataset.
If the M classifiers do not perform differently, then the following Q statistic is distributed approximately as chi squared with M − 1 degrees of freedom:
Here, G i is the number of objects out of N ts × M correctly classified by C i = 1, . . . M ; M j is the number of classifiers out of M that correctly classified object
is the test dataset on which the classifiers are tested on; and T is the total number of correct number of votes among the M classifiers:
The Cochran's Q test can be considered as a generalized version of the McNemar's test, which is applied to compare the predictions of two models to each other to evaluate the null hypothesis.
where B and C are the predictions in which the two models differ: one made a correct prediction an the other an incorrect prediction, or vice versa. In this study, both test are applied to the three Independent Models, as a result, we get the Q and χ 2 values shown in Table 16 .
To avoid the effect of a test set that is too large [12] , [17] , we divide the data into subsets of 10,000 random samples and calculate the average of the values obtained. As a result, we get the Q and χ 2 values shown in Table 17 .
In view of the result of the Cochran's Q test, assuming a significance level of α = 0.05, we can reject the null hypothesis since the corresponding p-value is lower. However, the McNemar's test gives us further information when comparing the two-to-two models: we can reject the null hypothesis between the SVM-Ind and LSTM-Ind models versus the LR-Ind model, but not between the SVM-Ind model and the LSTM-Ind model. Consequently, we can conclude that the improvements in performance obtained with the Independent LSTM-adapted SVM classifier in our study may be due to statistical chance, so it is not worth the greater complexity and computational cost it requires.
XIV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE LINES
Despite cashtags are the main mechanisms to track financial information on Twitter, the irruption of the cryptocurrencies has produced a degradation in the quality of the information obtained through cashtag tracking due to the fact that some cryptocurrency acronyms collide with company tickers (homonym tickers) in regulated markets. When a cashtag is used on Twitter, homonym acronyms can extract results referring to stock companies and to cryptocurrencies indistinctly. In addition, most cryptocurrency tweets are self-generated spam messages that multiply the negative effect of the homonyms acronyms with a bid degradation of the informative capacity the cashtag seeks to obtain. Thus, new disambiguation mechanisms -or the adaptation of existing ones-are necessary to solve the problem and restore the original informative capacity of the cashtag tracking mechanism.
Meanwhile, most of the current researches are focused on the potential of Twitter as a predictive tool for decision making on financial markets and the development of expert systems using such information, the approach of this paper is focused on a completely different objective: to illustrate the negative impact of the increasing popularity of cryptocurrencies in the cashtag mechanism through an experiment on LSE-100 companies. The aim is the deployment of classifying systems able of differentiating company and cryptocurrency.
Based on these features, different classifying systems have been introduced to identify or distinguish cryptocurrency and company tweets for the case of homonyms acronyms. Word-based Heuristic Filters pursue discarding a large number of cryptocurrency tweets without practically misclassifying company tweets, so they achieve high recall values with acceptable levels of precision. On the other hand, classifiers based on supervised methods provide a tradeoff between precision and recall by maximizing F-Score and high-quality results have been obtained for the more complex and computationally expensive models. In addition, we have analyzed the combined action of heuristics and supervised models, which results in an approach reaching AUC values very close to 1 and F-score above 0.97.
Regarding applicability and the ability to update to other scenarios, classifiers that do not use information related to any of the studied cryptocurrencies have been also studied. These models, despite a slight decrease in classifying metrics, still preserve a high level of precision and recall, especially when they do not use a fix list of key terms but a dynamic LSTM matrix. This good performance opens the possibility to use these solutions in different scenarios from the one studied in this experiment. Finally, the work point of the model in AUC can be adjusted according to the problem needs, a simple solution based on logistic regression classifier can be used as an initial classifier to obtain a quick estimate for the classification.
During this paper, the influence of cryptocurrency tweets in the cashtag results is analyzed for the main LSE-100 companies. Although during the study period, from July 1 2017 to February 15 2018, the interference between the cryptocurrencies and tickers of LSE-100 only appeared for the cashtags indicated in our experiment, recently the negative impact of the interference has grown, eg. $SPH (Sinclair pharma (AIM-100) vs Sphere(coin)), $REDD (Redde (AIM-100) vs Reddcoin) and $SMT (Scottish mortgage investment trust plc(FTSE-100) vs SmartMesh(coin)). All these new cryptocurrencies increased their popularity highly before the study period. On the other hand, homonym tickers between cryptocurrencies and stock companies are also found in other markets such as the NSQE or NASDAQ. As the Independent Models are the most detached from training data, they have the greatest potential to be used in different stock markets so that they provide trans-applicability meanwhile they retain performance in other contexts. Nonetheless, our future work also addresses testing the applicability of independent classifiers in up-to-date LSE-100 scenarios and other regulated stock markets to check the performance in the presence of other colliding cashtags. This applicability testing will also pursue to measure the adaptation cost of non-independent classifiers to these new cases.
